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a b s t r a c t
The theorems that wewill discuss are well-known inmathematics.
They are related to the foundations of geometry, to geometry
‘‘in the large’’ and to the history of geometry. Namely, we are
dealing with three beautiful ancient theorems whose authors are
Archimedes (the theorem on the dropping of a stone), Euclid and
an Egyptian writer, Ahmes (problems from Egyptian papyruses).
It seems astonishing that the aforementioned theorem of Euclid
went unnoticed as a generalization of the fundamental uniqueness
theorems of A. Cauchy andH.Minkowski concerning convex closed
polyhedra. The three theorems discussed are absolutely flawless,
but their theoretical and historical interpretations are still rather
inadequate. In our opinion, these theorems belong to the ancient
civilizations of Babylon, Egypt and Sumer which were superior to
our modern civilization in numerous aspects. This opinion will be
supported by generalizations, proofs and a precise reconstruction
of ancient theorems.
© 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Archimedes’ theorem
Let ABC be an angle inscribed into an arc of a circle ADC . Suppose that the side AB is greater than BC .
Let D be the middle point of the arc; it lies above AB. Finally let E be the base point of a perpendicular DE
dropped from D on AB. Then the point E divides the polygon ABC into two parts of equal length.
Proof. Consider an arc of circle AH equal to the arc BD. The arcs DH and CB are equal since the arcs
AHD and CBD are equal. As a consequence, the corresponding chords are equal too: AH = BD and
DH = CB. Besides this, the chords AD and BH are also equal since they correspond to the equal arcs
AHD and BDH . Therefore the triangles HAB and DBA are equal, since their corresponding sides have
the same length (‘‘Elements’’, Volume I, Proposition 7). Thus the angles HAB and DBA are equal.
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Next consider a segment AG of AB equal to BE and connect the points G and H by a segment
GH . The triangles HAG and DBE are equal, since one angle and two adjacent sides of HAG are equal
respectively to one angle and two adjacent sides of DBE (‘‘Elements’’, Volume I, Proposition 4 [6]).
Therefore, GH = ED, the angles AGH and BED are both right angles, and the sides GH and ED are
parallel (‘‘Elements’’, Volume I, Proposition 27).
Finally, intersect the parallel straight linesGH and EDwith the straight linesDG. The angles EDG and
HGD are equal, since they are crosswise (‘‘Elements’’, Volume I, Proposition 29). Hence the triangles
EDG and HGD are equal, since one angle and two adjacent sides of EDG are equal respectively to one
angle and two adjacent sides of HGD (‘‘Elements’’, Volume I, Proposition 4). Therefore the sides DH
and EG are equal too. Thus, we obtain the desired equality AE = AG + GE = BE + DH = BE + CB,
QED. Remark that this theorem still holds for the pseudo-Euclidean case. 
We would like to emphasize the propositions from Volume I of ‘‘Elements’’ that are applied in
the optimal proof presented. These are Propositions 4, 7, 27, which relate to the absolute geometry,
and Proposition 29 where Euclid uses the axiom of parallels for the first time. The proof is essentially
initiated by Definition 17 fromVolume I of ‘‘Elements’’, which axiomatically introduces symmetries in
the planewith respect to straight lines. Because of this definition, Archimedes’ theorembecomes quite
obvious. Really, in order to prove this theoremwehave only to apply the symmetrywith respect to the
diameter indicated by the dotted line in Fig. 1, orthogonally to the chord AB. A complete proof, which
is based on symmetries and illustrates the manifest correctness of the theorem, is more onerous;
however it also uses only Proposition 29.
Discussion. From the monograph by Veselovskiy [12] we know of three proofs by Archimedes
himself of the theorem in question. These proofs as well as 38 another proofs given by Arabian
mathematicians working in the Middle Ages come to us from tracts by a philosopher, al-Biruni,
working at the same time; a modern presentation may be found in [8]. All of these proofs are
essentially groundedon statements in ‘‘Elements’’, which follow fromProposition 29. For instance, one
could mention the complicated Proposition 20 in Volume II concerning inscribed and central angles
of a circle. It has to be remarked that a strong proof of Proposition 20must include the analysis of nine
variants of inscribed angle dispositions, whereas classically only three variants are usually analyzed.
This conclusionwas drawn by the author in the course of a detailed review of amanuscript whichwas
prepared by A.V. Pogorelov when he was writing his textbook ‘‘Geometry’’.
In consequence, we state that the three proofs published by al-Biruni should not be attributed
to Archimedes, since his ingenious intuition could not overlook the optimal proof presented above.
As for the theorem itself, we think that it was presumably obtained long before Archimedes found
it and was used by Ancient Greeks as a complete and illustrative important geometric result. To
confirm this opinion, let us cite one Ancient Egyptian legend concerning the times of the pharaoh
Cheops [10, p. 120]: Herihab Geageamankh used magic spells and ‘‘put one half of a lake onto the
another half’’ in order to take out a diamond pendant dropped by a girl. This legend is a beautiful
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poetic interpretation by the Ancient Egyptians of the known geometric statement that a circle is
divided by each of its diameters into two equal parts (Definition 17, Volume I, ‘‘Elements’’). Let us cite
another variant of the same legend, which gives a poetic interpretation of the parallelism (Definition
23, Volume I, ‘‘Elements’’); see [3, Ch. 1]: ‘‘The chief writer . . . said an incantation, the lake moved
aside and opened a band of dry ground. The writer descended to the ground, founded a green stone
lost by a girl and return it to her’’. Furthermore the schemes of the proofs published by al-Biruni are
themselves of great interest. Slightly modified and intended for converse theorems, they allow us
to construct a point system with prescribed properties as a circle determined by some three points.
Thesemodifiedproofsmight havepractical applications as regards precise geodesic designs ofmassive
spatial constructions intensively built by Ancient Egyptians.
Further analysis of Greek and Arabic texts results in some conclusions which will be very
surprising and problematical for historians: Euclid did not teach in Alexandria at the same timeswhen
Archimedes was there. On the other hand, geometry was really taught in Alexandria on the basis
of modified ‘‘Elements’’, so the remark by Prockl that ‘‘Archimedes was among students of Euclid in
Alexandria’’ is still believable after appropriate interpretation. Modifications of Euclid’s ‘‘Elements’’
are related to different interpretations of the notion of ‘‘equal and similar figures’’ proposed by Plato,
by Euclid, and, in particular, by Archimedes in his third proof of the theorem in question and in his
work on the mechanics of equilibrium states of plane bodies. Some related problems will appear in
the following sections.
2. Euclid’s theorem
Equally formed closed convex polyhedra are equal if their corresponding plane angles are equal and the
areas of corresponding faces are equal.
A fundamental axiom of ‘‘Elements’’, chosen by Euclid as a cornerstone of his geometrical system,
postulates that any homogeneous geometric objectmay be providedwith some value: a line has some
length, a plane figure has some area, a space body has some volume. Homogeneous figures are said
to be equal if they have the same values. One another principle applied by Euclid, as well as by Plato
and Archimedes, deals with the notion of being ‘‘equal and similar’’. This notion has two different
interpretations which will be demonstrated now with the help of polygons.
The first interpretationwas used by Plato to describe the structure of ‘‘five right cosmic bodies’’ [2]:
Four equilateral triangles are joint in such a way that . . .we obtain the first space form [right tetrahedron],
which has the property to divide the circumscribed sphere into equal and similar parts.
This interpretation is also applied in the cited third proof of Archimedes’ theorem published by al-
Biruni and in the work by Archimedes ‘‘On equilibrium of plane figures’’ [12]. Like Euclid, Archimedes
begins this work by giving postulates. Let’s formulate one interesting postulate:
A4. If two equal and similar plane figures are made coincident, then their centers of gravity coincide.
So ‘‘equal and similar’’ figures are viewed in the cited propositions just as polygons whose
corresponding sides and plane angles are equal; from a modern geometry viewpoint, ‘‘equal and
similar’’ figures are just congruent polygons.
Another interpretation is used by Euclid inDefinitions 9 and 10 of VolumeXI of ‘‘Elements’’ without
any detailed discussion.
E9. Solid figures are said to be similar if they are contained between an equal number of similar planes.
E10. Solid figures are said to be equal and similar if they are contained between an equal number of
similar planes of the same values.
A reason for the absence of discussion is that in the planimetry, Volumes I–VI of ‘‘Elements’’,
equal figures are determined as figures of the same area. By Definition 10, similar figures are just
polygons whose corresponding consecutive angles are the same. As stated by Aristotle, this definition
of similarity was widely used in the Pythagoras school. So ‘‘equal and similar’’ plane polygons in
Definition 10 are similar polygons of equal areas. Thuswe see that the two interpretations of thenotion
‘‘equal and similar’’ discussed are essentially different; this difference means clearly that Archimedes
was never a student of Euclid in Alexandria.
Euclid’s cited definitions verymuch seem to bemathematical propositions, although in ‘‘Elements’’
they are stated as axioms dealing with triangle pyramids and prisms and forming grounds for
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the theory of volumes. In our opinion, these definitions were presumably borrowed by Ancient
Greeks dealing with axiomatic constructions from their predecessors, maybe from Ancient Egyptians.
With the passage of time the true senses of Euclid’s definitions were forgotten, whereas the first
interpretation of the notion ‘‘equal and similar’’ became generally adopted. It seems to be absolutely
unbelievable that during more than two thousand years mathematicians did not remark that this
adopted interpretation contradicts the nature of ‘‘Elements’’.
The theorem stated at the beginning of this section was proved in 1984 and published in [4,5]. The
principal aim of [4] is to reveal hidden relations between classical uniqueness theorems for convex
polyhedra. Later we realized that the theorem in question was known to Euclid. Actually it restores a
non-axiomatic sense of Definition 10 fromVolumeXI of ‘‘Elements’’; that iswhywe call it a theoremof
Euclid. This theorem implicitly ensures the correctness of the investigations of right bodies presented
in Volumes XIII–XV of ‘‘Elements’’. Moreover, the well-known classical uniqueness theorems of A.
Cauchy and H. Minkowski for convex polyhedra follow from this theorem too. Besides, the following
generalization, which may be also formulated for many-dimensional cases, seems to be true:
Equally formed closed convex polyhedra are equal if they have the same total angles at corresponding
vertices, the same mean curvatures at corresponding edges and the same areas of corresponding faces.
Let us formulate another interesting variant of the theorem discussed for the spaces of constant
curvatures [5]:
Equally formed closed convex polyhedra in spherical or hyperbolic spaces are equal if they have the
same corresponding plane angles.
Usually this theorem is formulated with the assumption that corresponding faces of polyhedra are
congruent [1], whereas this additional assumption is superfluous.
The Euclid theorem discussed may be demonstrated by methods elaborated by Cauchy and
Alexandrov [1,4,5]. The same methods, but without the Euler formulae, were probably applied by
geometers in ancient times. This opinion is confirmed by, for instance, the presence of Definition 9
in Volume I of ‘‘Elements’’. The non-axiomatized Definition 9 may be interpreted as an important
auxiliary result, which is successfully completed by corresponding lemmas by A. Cauchy and
Alexandrov concerning ‘‘four changes of sign’’ for deformed polyhedra. It is known that the problem
of proving the Euclid theoremwas proposed to A. Cauchy by A. Legendre and B. Malus. O. Cauchy gave
a proof, where he applied the first interpretation of ‘‘equal and similar’’ figures just as congruent ones.
3. Ahmes’ theorem
‘‘The most famous mathematical texts of Ancient Egypt that we have actually are two
papyruses’’ [9] which are referred to as the London papyrus and the Moscow papyrus. They seem to
have been written at the beginning of the second era BC; the author of the London papyrus is Ahmes,
an Egyptian writer. We will discuss two very interesting problems from this papyrus which deal with
some calculations of areas.
The London papyrus contains an approximate solution of the problem concerning the quadrature
of a unit circle. An interesting open problem is how this solution has been obtained. Belowwe propose
an answer to this question. The second problem, which is contained in theMoscow papyrus, is closely
related to the first one; we will call it an Ahmes problem. Both cited problems and their solutions
will be referred to as Ahmes theorems. Some interpretations of Ahmes’ texts which were proposed
by W.W. Struve (1930), T.E. Peet (1931) and O. Neugebauer (1934) [7] are based on the assumption
that the question concerns the calculation of surfaces areas. In our opinion, these interpretations
are not quite adequate. We think that the question concerns approximate quadratures of circles and
semi-circumferences. The interpretation that we propose in this section is complete and precise. It is
convenient to begin our discussion by giving a purely theoretical statement which is (although this is
not obvious) incorporated into the original scheme of proof of Ahmes.
Consider a whole quantity which consists of four equal parts viewed as units. Divide every unit into nine
equal parts which will be referred to as middle quantities, and subtract just one middle quantity from each
unit. Divide every intact middle quantity into nine equal parts which will be referred to as small quantities,
and subtract just one small quantity fromeachmiddle quantity. Everymiddle quantitywithout a subtracted
small quantity will be referred to as a small middle quantity. We have 32 small middle quantities; each one
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Fig. 2.
is equal to 8/9 of 1/9 of a unit. Then the whole quantity which consists of all intact small middle quantities
is equal to
(8/9) · (1/9) · 8 · 4 = (8/9) · (1/9) · 32 = (8/9)2 · 4.
Let us calculate the whole quantity obtained in another way. For each unit we have that the union of eight
intact small middle quantities is equal to 64/9 = 7+ 1/9 of 1/9 of this unit. Since there are four units, we
obtain that the desired whole quantity is equal to(8/9)2·4.
Let us interpret a unit on the straight line as a segment of length 1; a unit in the two-dimensional
plane will be interpreted as a square with sides of length 1. An Egyptian Ahmes theorem states that the
area of a circle of radius 1 and the length of a semi-circumference of radius 1 are both approximately
equal to (8/9)2·4 in corresponding units. In order to analyze the stated value, let us consider a square
which consists of four unit squares; see Fig. 2. Each unit square is divided into nine ‘‘middle’’ squares
and the central ‘‘middle’’ square is subtracted. Next each ‘‘middle’’ square is divided into nine ‘‘small’’
squares and the central ‘‘small’’ square is subtracted. A ‘‘middle’’ square without its central ‘‘small’’
square will be referred to as a ‘‘small middle’’ square. The total area of all ‘‘small middle’’ squares,
whose value is presented in the Ahmes theorem formulated, gives an approximate quadrature of the
unit circle. The same scheme of divisions and subtractions may be fulfilled for a segment formed by
four consecutive unit segments in the straight line. The total length of all segments which remain
after all divisions and subtractions is an approximate quadrature of a unit semi-circumference. Here
we have just 32 equal segments of length (8/9)·(1/9); their total length is equal to the length of
a segment which may be constructed with the help of a ruler and compass—this is necessary for
the quadrature. The bold line in Fig. 2 represents half of the perimeter of the square which gives an
approximate quadrature of the unit circumference. The bold dots in Fig. 2mark ‘‘small’’ squares which
are subtracted from the unit square.
The Moscow papyrus. The theorem discussed above in this section forms an essential part of a
solution for one problem formulated by Ahmes, an Egyptian writer; it was written in an ancient
papyrus, actually known as the Moscow papyrus, whose translation by Raik and B.A. Rosenfeld is
presented in [9]. We slightly revised the original proof in terms of the theory of quantities developed
in Volumes VII–IX of ‘‘Elements’’. In our opinion, the text presented in the papyrus is a variant of the
original text of Ahmes which was significantly spoiled by rewriters in ancient times. Rewritten copies
of the original text are logically disordered. It seems likely that the value (8/9)2·4, the final result, was
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never written in the original text, since it was viewed as self-evident. Rewriters did not understand
Ahmes’ reasoning, so they take as the final result the number 32 which appears in the first variant
of the proof. From the second variant of the proof, the rewriters presumably took only the number
64/9 = 7+ 1/9. Combining the two variants of proof, the rewriters absurdly wrote
(64/9) · (4.5) = 32,
where the multiplier 4.5 appears without any reason. Misrepresentations of the original Ahmes text,
which were made by the rewriters, resulted in erroneous interpretations by modern mathematicians
of the beautiful Ahmes problem [7]. A.I. Raik gave an almost correct interpretation, simultaneously
she accepted previous interpretations. On the other hand, she did not reflect the dynamical character
of the geometric constructions resulting in the area (8/9)2·4 presented in the solution by Ahmes [9].
Let us recall the original formulation of the Ahmes problem.
‘‘A way to calculate a basket, if a basket with orifice is given. Oh, let me know its surface . . .a basket is
a half of an egg’’ [9].
Frommodern point of view, ‘‘an egg’’ means a circle, ‘‘a basket’’ means a circle segment, i.e. a part of
circle bounded by a chord, ‘‘a basket with orifice’’ stands for a circle segment bounded by a maximal
chord, a diameter. ‘‘The surface of the basket’’ is interpreted as the length of the circumference arc
which bounds the corresponding circle segment. The point at issue is that in ancient texts ‘‘to find the
surface’’ means either ‘‘to find the length of a curve bounding a plane figure’’ or ‘‘to find the area of
a surface bounding a spatial figure’’. Researchers use only the second variant to interpret the Ahmes
problem. In contrast to usual interpretations, ours applies the first variant, since in our opinion it is
more appropriate to the nature of the solution of Ahmes problem presented in the papyrus which
gives a simple quadrature of a semi-circumference.
The London papyrus. A square which gives an approximate quadrature of a unit circle is discussed
in another ancient papyrus, which is known as the London papyrus. The sides of this square are equal
to the diameter of a circle reduced by 1/9. The approximating square in question is shown in Fig. 2; it
is obtained from the big square by the subtraction of all small squares adjacent to its boundary. The
small squares subtracted from the big square are indicated in Fig. 2 by the points in the bottom left
corner of the big square. The number of these subtracted small squares is the same as the number of
small squares subtracted from unit squares in order to obtain small ‘‘middle’’ squares.
The area of the approximating square in question is equal to (8/9)2·4 units. The questions of
how Ahmes found this approximation for the unit circle area and why it may be viewed as an
approximation were still open over a hundred years later [9,7]. A commonly accepted opinion is that
here we may be dealing with some hidden methods of Ancient Egyptian mathematics. It turns out
that these questionsmay be solved experimentally by a simplemethod of ‘‘taut cords’’; as Democritus
confirms, this method was widely applied by geometers in Ancient Egypt.
Take amaterial circlewhose radius is equal to 1m. Let us calculate the areas of three approximating
squares, whose sides are equal to the diameter of the circle reduced by 1/10, 1/9 and 1/8 respectively.
Interpret the doubled values of the areas in question as the lengths of some lines, take three cordswith
these lengths and lay them into the boundary circumference of the given circle. The first cord does
not cover the circumference, the third cord covers the circumference with some excess. Therefore the
second cord which corresponds to 1/9 is really an approximation for the length of the circumference.
Practical checking of all three cases could demonstrate that the approximation by the second cord
is the best. Another approximation may be constructed by truncating the square circumscribed over
the circumference, as is shown in a figure presented in the London papyrus [9,7]. But this method of
approximation was presumably viewed by Ancient Egyptians as unsatisfactory.
Conclusion. Over many years, scientists have discussed the question of whether geometry existed
in Ancient Egypt. Some of them appear to prove that the answer is negative; moreover they
characterize the geometry of Ancient Egypt as ‘‘applied arithmetic’’ [11]. But the discussion presented
demonstrates that Ancient Egypt had a very developed and rich geometric knowledge despite the
absence of consistent axiomatic foundations; we see that Ancient Egyptians used planimetry with
great facility. Because of such rich mathematical knowledge, use of stereometry should be technically
simple for them and accessible. The geometric scheme of Ahmes for dividing a unit discussed above
had presumably some religious sense. Besides, it might serve as a standard for design of some
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architectural elements of palaces and temples. This conclusion is motivated by the following Egyptian
legend about amagician presented to Cheops [3, Ch. 11]: ‘‘Hemaymake a lion to follow him, he knows
secret placeswhere Thote the god lives, theywould be of great interest for theMajesty in order to place
the rooms of his pyramid in an optimal way . . . ’’.
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